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Egholm City Ranger 2260 
Ride-on outdoor cleaning machine 

 

 
• Utility cleaner for all year round use 
• Sweeping, vacuuming, grass mowing & 

spreading machine 
• Quick change attachments 
• Comfortable and easy to operate 
• 4 wheel drive 

 

 

The Egholm City Ranger 2260 takes care of all outdoor maintenance jobs in towns, cities and urban 
environments – all year round, keeping them clean, tidy and safe. 

Powered by a 33HP petrol engine and with 4-wheel drive, this machine has good grip and sufficient power for 
heavy outdoor cleaning tasks.  Compact design and articulated steering result in a tight inside turning circle of 
just 1200 mm, so this machine can easily work around lampposts and other obstructions. 

With low noise and vibration levels for operator comfort, the cabin of City Ranger 2260 includes comfortable 
and adjustable seating and an adjustable steering wheel column, creating more space in the cabin. 

The sturdy A-frame, with a wide range of quick-change attachments, makes the City Ranger it a truly versatile 
machine for a range of tasks including: 

• ground sweeping and vacuuming leaves and dirt (roads, pavements, car parks etc) 

• grass cutting and hedge trimming (roundabouts, parks and verges etc) 

• snow sweeping and salt/sand spreading 

The 2260 is easy to operate and maintain, with no tools required to change attachments, and all mechanical, 
hydraulic, water and electrical systems connected by simply turning a handle. 

Suction sweeper attachment 

The CR2260’s suction sweeper attachment collects all types of debris from footpaths, pavements, car parks 
etc., keeping outdoor areas free of litter, leaves, dirt and dust. The suction sweeper has a remote vacuum 
hose, a water tank and a hopper for the collected rubbish. It can be fitted with two, three or four brushes. With 
high suction power, low emission and noise levels, the City Ranger is an environmentally friendly suction 
sweeper, providing outstanding cleaning results. 



Dust is kept under control with a carefully designed filter system. Each brush has its own water sprayer, with a 
100 litre water container connected to the hopper, which is equipped with a unique self-cleaning rotary filter 
system. The filter creates a fine water cloud inside the hopper, which suppresses the dust and reduces the risk 
of dust particles being released back into the surrounding area. 

The optional 3rd and 4th brushes enable cleaning under and around benches and obstacles. The hydraulic 
side brushes can be angled to sweep deep gutters or be positioned at different heights for sweeping kerbs and 
steps. The brushes are parallel controlled and can be fitted 
or removed very quickly. Additional flexibility is provided by the five-metre remote vacuum hose, to clean hard-
to-reach areas. 

Park maintenance and ground care attachments 

Well-maintained parks and green areas are an attractive asset for everyone who lives in or visits your town or 
city. 

Attachments for parks and green areas include rotary mowers (1000 or 1200) which are quick, sturdy and 
efficient when cutting and re-cutting the grass and blowing fine clippings down into the lawn as compost. A 
mulch kit is also available, and the 1000 mower also offers an optional collection kit. Other accessories include 
a lawn edger, hedge cutter, weed brush, environmental rake, tipping shovel and leaf suction unit. The optional 
flail mower can cope with any length of grass and also clears moss and weeds. A tipping shovel, tipper trailer 
and load carrier are also available. 

Winter maintenance – snow and ice clearance attachments 

Attachments include a snow sweeper, snow plough, snow v-plough, snow blower and a salt & sand spreader.  

See this product on our website  

https://www.bgclean.co.uk/product/egholm-park-ranger-2150/ 

Call us FREE on 0808 301 4577

For advice and best prices on cleaning 
equipment to buy, lease or hire. www.bgclean.co.uk
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